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BIOGRAPHY

Tyshawn Gillespie knew that he would use the name “ROYAL” to define himself as an artist
after a conversation with his grandmother. Royal’s grandmother emphasized on being a child of
the king and coming from royalty. Feeling regal Royal knew that this was a name that would be
true to his being. Coming up Royal was always in love with the sounds of music ranging from
hip-hop, rock, r&b and techno music. Growing up in the suburbs yet raised in the city of
“Hartford Ct.” allowed him to interact with a wide variety of different cultures. Sharing “Best of
both worlds” allowed him to understand and communicate with people from all walks of life.
Basketball being his first passion opened the door for his musical creativity; whether it was
listening to Jay-z or Anita Baker before a game he found motivation through music. At the age
of 19 Royal was taken under the wing of the Paperboyz (PB Dolla ent.), and learned the
business aspect of the music industry. Becoming a part of the PB Dolla family is giving Royal
the drive and support needed to go forward with his dream and continue to grow as an artist /
musician. “Lights, camera, action” being the first official single released under PB Dolla ent.
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Early this year has created a buzz that is beginning to take off! The single is being played at
local clubs and can be found on I tunes! Royal is working on collaborations with various artists
and is continuing to write for his upcoming solo project coming out later this year! Royal is
preparing to take the world by storm and on his journey of life through his music. In a recent
interview, Royal was asked “What motivates you to do music?” … Royal replied “To changes
people’s lives “… 2011 is just the beginning of the movement!
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